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A&racfi---A class of regular jump processes (RJP’s) is introduced. the filtering equations are derived for the case where both 
An RJP is described in terms of the intensity function of its associated 
stochastic point process and the state-transition density of its embedded 

the observation and information signals are Markov jump 
random-state sequence. Expressions for the joint occurrence statistics of processes. In [4], a denumerable state space is assumed as 
these processes are derived. Assuming that an information stochastic well as a Markov information process, and a filtering 
process causally modulates an observed RJP, we obtain the joint occur- equation (i.e., an equation satisfied by the a posteriori 
rence statistics of the resulting compound jump processes. We show the distribution) is obtained in terms of the conditional charac- 
latter to incorporate appropriately the causal MMSE estimate of the 
conditional intensities and state-transition functions. The results are 
used to derive a general likelihood-ratio formula for information pro- 
cessing of RJP’s. A separation is observed between the likelihood 
processor of the point process associated with the observed RJP and 
the processor associated with the embedded stochastic state sequence. 
Considering the detection of RJP’s with uncertain (statistically known) 
probability measures, we obtain the optimal Bayes receiver as the 
appropriate compound likelihood peocessor and ttms exhibit separation 
between the detection and filtering operations. 

I. INTRODIJCXON 

PTIMAL (likelihood) information processing schemes 
for regular point processes (RPP’s) have been derived 

in El]. The class of RPP’s was defined there to include,all 
counting processes that possess an occurrence intensity 
function. The latter was defined as a stochastic process, 
which describes the incremental behavior of the counting 
process at the present, conditioned on its entire past 
evolution. Assuming that the information (stochastic) 
process causally modulates the. observed RPP, optimal 
likelihood processing schemes were developed. In particular, 
the causal MMSE estimate of the intensity funcaion of the 
information process, based on all the past evolution of 
the observation process, was shown to be incorporated in 
these schemes. 

In this paper, we generalize the results to the case in 
which the observed process is a regular jump process (RJP), 
and the information process is effectively arbitrary. An 
RJP is described in terms of the intensity function of its 
associated RPP, and in terms of the state-transition density 
of the embedded (i.e., considered only at jump instants) 
random-state sequence. We have chosen this description 
of the process since the evolutionary characteristics of the 
associated occurrence and the state stochastic sequences 
are often given separately, as will be illustrated. 

The state space of the RJP’s is taken to be the real line. 
(An arbitrary stale space can be considered as well.) In [3], 

teristic functions of the observed and information processes. 
We also observe that, since this paper was written, martin- 
gale-theory approaches have been applied to study rep- 
resentation and detection problems for counting and jump 
processes (see [IO ]-[12]). In particular, under the assump- 
tion that each state in the jump process has a countable 
number of outbound transitions; this process is studied in 
[12] by representing it in terms of the counting processes 
associated with transitions into the states. The construction 
of a jump process from its intensities is also discussed there. 

We start Section II by defining the class of RJPs, studying 
their evolution and deriving the joint occurrence distribution. 
We illustrate how practically used jump models fit the 
RJP construction. Assuming that an information process 
causally modulates the observed RJP, we define in Section 
III a compound RJP as the (unconditionally) observed RJP. 
We show the latter to be an RJP whose intensity and state- 
transition density functions are given as the appropriate 
causal MMSE estimates of the conditional ones. In Section 
IV, we use the preceding results to derive a general like- 
lihood-ratio formula for the detection of RJP’s. A filtering 
expression for the posterior density follows. Considering 
then the detection of RJP’s with uncertain (statistically 
known) probability measures, we obtain the Bayes optimal 
processor as the appropriate compound processor derived 
in Section III. As illustrative examples, we consider the 
likelihood-ratio schemes for continuous-space semi-Markov 
processes and for randomly sampled Wiener processes. We 
observe that our results follow directly from these for 
RPP’s in [I J. Their importance for information processing 
applications lies in establishing the general structure of the 
likelihood-ratio processor as an appropriate correlator- 
estimator scheme. Moreover, our results demonstrate a 
separation between the likelihood processor of the associated 
point process, which assumes the form derived in Cl] for 
regular point processes, and the processing part associated 
with the embedded stochastic-state sequence. 
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Fig. 1. Realization of the jump process { Y,}. 

cr algebra of Bore1 subsets of R. (An arbitrary abstract space 
can be considered as well, as in [2].) The jump process is 
defined on a probability space (S&,&P,). Its realizations 
are (left-continuous) piecewise-constant functions over 
[O,T] with randomly occurring jumps between states in 
R, defined on the sample function space (f&Y,P). We denote 
by Yo,, a realization of the process over [O,t], as well as the 
Bore1 field generated by {YZ, 0 < z < t}. We assume the 
jump process to have almost surely a finite number of 
jumps in [O,T]. 

Associated with the jump process {Y,, 0 I t I T} is 
the (left-continuous) counting process {N,, 0 _< t I T} 
where Nt denotes the number of point occurrences in 
[O,t), No = 0, so that {N,, # N,) o {Y,, # Y,}, Vt E 
[O,T]. This counting process can be represented as a 
stochastic point process { W,, n = 1,2, - * * ,N,}, W. = 0, 
where W, is the instant of the nth occurrence. Embedded 
in the jump process is also the stochastic sequence (Y,, 
n = o,... ,N,}, where Y, p Y(W,+) is the state following 
the nth jump (see Fig. 1). 

Clearly, if one specifies the statistical characteristics of 
the counting process (N,} and of the state sequence {Y,}, 
those of {Y,} follow. Since in practice we are often given 
(or we construct the process using) the statistical specifica- 
tions of the two embedded processes, we will also indicate 
how the jump process is described in terms of the latter. 

If {Y,} is a Markov jump process, we generally assume 
that the following intensities exist (see [2, p. 3121); 

lim (At)-‘[P{ &+,, E A I Y,=y> - IA(Y)] = 4(4A,Y) 
At 1 0 

for each (t,A,y) E [O,T] x d x R, where IA(y) is the 
indicator function of the set A [IA(y) is 1, if y E A and is 0 
otherwise]. In many cases of interest, { Yt> is not Markov 
since the future evolution of the jump process may depend 
on the present state as well as on the recent instant of 
occurrence, and possibly also on past states and instants of 
occurrence. In particular, this is also the case when the jump 
process probability measure is not precisely known and 
Bayes information processors are to be developed (see 
Section IV). We wish thus to consider a stochastic jump 
process whose statistical behavior at t + At depends on 
the past evolution pattern Yo,, s (Y,,Z,), where 2, = 
{Nt,WN,,WNt-l,...,W~; YNI-1,YN,-2,***,Y1}. We assume 
that we know the initial state of the process Y, = yo. 
(Otherwise, the following expectation operations can be 

conditioned on Yo.) Since a physical system generally 
possesses finite memory characteristics, we expect Z, to 
include only some reduced relevant information from the 
recent past (also to be denoted as Z, in the following). We 
require the probability measure of the given jump process 
{Y,, 0 I t I 7’) to satisfy the following regularity 
conditions. 

Definition 1: A stochastic jump process {Y,, 0 5 t I T} 
defined over (Qj?,P) will be called an RJP if the following 
limits hold for all (t,A,x) E [O,T] x LZ’ x So,, (where 
So,, denotes the space of the Y,,, realizations) : 

lim (Lit)-‘[P{Y,+At E A I r,,t = x> - L4(YHl 
At 1 0 

= 4(4A; x> 

= 4(4A; YJ> 

where (Y&Z,) = (y,z) = x. 

(1) 

For fixed A, q(t,A; Y,,,) is assumed to have piecewise- 
continuous realizations over [O,T]. We take these realiza- 
tions to be left-continuous. 

In addition, we require V(t,A) E [O,Tj x d, 

and 
Jqq(t,A; yo,t>> < co (2) 

(tAtl)-lp{Yt+at E A 1 yo,, = X> 2 %X) (3) 

where ~WW,Yo,JO < 03. The associated point process 
{N,} is assumed to be honest (i.e., P{N, = a} = 0) and 
orderly (i.e., have single occurrences). 

Thus the RJP’s are seen to be an extension of the class 
of regular point processes (RPPs) as introduced in [I]. 
Their essential properties, for information processing 
purposes, will then follow from those of RPP’s. In particular, 
the intensity parameters of the associated point process 
{N,) and embedded state sequence (Yn>, are obtained as 
follows. 

Set 

Izy(t,z) = q,OA P -dt,{y}; Y,Z) = q(t,Rly; YJ) (4) 

or, equivalently, A,,(t,z) = A(t,x), where x = (y,z) and 
WY = R n (u>, and where B is the set complement to B. 
Subsequently, we readily observe from (l), (4), and the 
definition of the associated point process {N,} that 

IZ,(t,z) = lim (At)-lP{Nt+A, = N, + 1 1 x = y, L&t = z} 
At 1 0 

= lim (At)-‘[l - P{N,+,, = N, I F = y, 
At 1 0 

zo,t = a (5) 
Thus A,(t,z) is the intensity function of the associated 
regular point process, as defined in [l] (and modified here 
to include all past evolution of the state sequence as well 
as that of the point process). To statistically characterize 
the embedded-state sequence, we set (following [2, p. 3121) 

W,A; YJ> = q(tAlY; YAlqy(tA for q,(t,z) # 0 
I (y) 

A > for q,(t,z) = 0 
69 
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and let II(t,(y}; y,z) P 0. We then observe, using (l), (5), according to the density (9) where the intensity L(u,y) = 
and (6), that II(t,A; y,z) is a probability on d for fixed L,(u) is used. At W, a first point event occurs and the state 
(t,y,z) and can be expressed, assuming q,(t,z) # 0, by into which the process jumps, is determined by the prob- 

ability II( W,,A ; YO,w,) = IT( W,,A ; yo). Similarly, following 
the nth occurrence at W,, the density of r, is given by (9), n(t,kf; y,z) = lim P{x+At E A 1 x = y, Zt = z, 

At I 0 

Y t+At # Y,}. (7) where L(u,Y,,,~+) = n(u,W,;..,Wl,Y~;..,Yl,yo), and the 

Thus the state-transition probability II(t,A; Y,,,) is the state-transition probability at W,, 1 is given by II( W,, l,A; 

probability of transition into set A at t, given the past 
y 

o,Fv”+l) = WW,+1,~; w,,- * *,W,,L- - *,Y,,Yo). 

evolution Y. ,t of the process, and assuming, in addition, The following examples illustrate the various notations 

a jump is taking place at t. The latter probability thus defined previously, as well as indicate that the most practic- 

characterizes the behavior of the embedded sequence { Yn}. ally used jump processes are RJP’s. 

If II and h are given, the intensities q are readily determined 
from (5) and (6). 

Evolution of RJP 

Let Yo,,+ denote the information pattern associated with 
the jump process over [O,t+], thus including information 
concerning a jump at t (i.e., Y,,,, = (IF& Yo,t+l,n is the 
Bore1 field generated by {Y(z), 0 < z I t +}). The follow- 
ing lemma is required to derive the distribution of an interval 
between two jumps. It is proved readily by using definition 
(5) and the equality {N,,,, = N,,} = {N, = N,,) A 
iNt+At = NJ, s < t. 

Lemma 1: For an RJP, and for any 0 < s < t I T, we 
have 

t P{N, = IV,, I Yo,s+ = y} = exp - 
( s 

4u,y) du . (8) 
S+ 1 

Note that in establishing (8) (and in the following) we 
use A(t, Y,,,,) = A(t,y) to denote the (Yo,s+-measurable) 
limit 

1(&y) = lim (At)-l[l - P{Nt+& = N, I Yo,s+ = y, 
At 1 0 

Nt = K+Il 
= lim (At)-’ ‘1 

L 
- P{Nt+At = N,+ 1 &,s+ = Y} 

At 1 0 P{Nt = N,v+ I yO,s+ = Y> 1 
where y E So,s+. Thus n(t,Y,,,+) is the jump occurrence 
intensity at t, given a realization Y. ,s+, and always assuming 
no jumps during (s,t). Its existence follows from (1). 
Similar comments apply to q(t,A; Y,,,,) and lI(t,A; 
yo,s+>. 

Denote now the nth interval between jumps by T, = 
W IIS1 - W,, n = 0,l; **, NT. Its conditional distribution 
fl=,(x ( y) = P{Tn 2 x I Yo,w,+ = y> and the associated 
conditional density fTn(x I y) readily follow from Lemma 1. 

Corollary 1: The conditional nth interval density of an 
RJP is given by 

( s f”fX 
fTnT,(x I Y> = W, -t x3 Y> exp - ~u,Y) du (9) 

tn+ 1 
where Y. ,w, + = y E So,, and W, = t,. 

We can now indicate how the sample functions of an RJP 
are statistically evolving. Assuming that Y(0) = y, is 
given, the duration To up to the first jump is determined 

Examples 
1) Regular Point Processes (RPPs): Clearly, if we let 

II(t,A; y,z) = I,(y + l), for q,,(t,z) # 0, the RJP {Y,} can 
have only one-unit upward jumps. Then {Yt> = {N,) is 
the RPP presented in [l], with intensity function /z(t,Y,,,). 
As a specific example, consider the class of renewal point 
processes [6]. For the latter, the sequence of intervals 
{Ti = Wi+l - Wi} is a sequence of independently identic- 
ally distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, with F=(x) and 
&(x) denoting the interval distribution and density [assum- 
ing I;,(x) to be piecewise continuously differentiable and 
Fr(x) < 1, for x E [O,co)], respectively. The occurrence 
intensity function of this renewal process is readily found as 

J-&,-a = h(t - WN,), (10) 
where /Z(X) - f?(x)/[I - FT(x)] is the hazard function 
[6, pp. 3-71 associated with the interval distribution. Thus 
for a renewal point process we can set Z, = {WN,} to 
include only the instant of recent occurrence. For 2, = z, 
&(t,z) = h(t - 2) is a piecewise-continuous time function 
over (z,T], as required for an RJR. The conditional interval 
density (9) is now given by 

Nx)exp (-/~ht~)du) =f(x) 

as expected from the definition of h [6, p. 51. 
2) Semi-Markov Jump Processes: A semi-Markov jump 

process [S] incorporates the two models of renewal and 
Markov processes, and therefore yields a very useful model 
[S]. Considering a simplified version, the embedded-state 
sequence is assumed to be Markovian, while the associated 
point process is a renewal process with interval distribution 
and density functions F*(x) and fT(x), respectively, as in 
Example 1. Hence, we have 

&*(G5) = h(t - zt> (11) 

where Z, = {W,,}, and h(x) is the hazard function associated 
with FT(x). 

More involved models, for which 2, utilizes other past 
observations, are readily obtained by appropriately choosing 
II and 2,. Such more complex models also arise when solving 
for the Bayes optimal processor (see Section IV). 
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Joint Occurrence Distribution 
Especially important for obtaining information processors 

for RJP’s is the probability measure P on the sample 
function space (C&/l) of {Y,, 0 I t 5 T}. This measure is 
derived next. To that end, the following lemma is required. 

Lemma2:ForanRJP,VO 5 s < t I; T,n > O,AE&, 

P{W, E [t, t -k dt), Y, E A I I&+ = y, W,-, = s} 

or as&(m), u E Sz, and obtain an expression for it in terms 
of z and A in the following theorem. 

Theorem la: The joint occurrence density of an RJP 
over [O,T] is given by 

f(nJ,,* * ‘,t”,Yl,’ - ‘,Y”) 

= WA ; y>W, Y> exp [ - 1, 4%~) du] dt. (12) 

Proof: Equation (12) follows directly from definitions 
(l), (6), and Lemma 1: 

P{W, E [t, t + At), Y, E A I YO,s+ = y, W,- 1 = s> 

= pPi+At E A/Y,-,, Nt = Ns+ I yO,s+ = Y, K-I = s> 
-I- o(At) 

= piY,+At E A/Y,-, I yo,s+ = y, W,-, = s, N, = N,,} 

- Wt = Ns, I Yo,s+ = Y, K-1 = s} 

s 
T 

- 
4~ yo,t,+) du (16) tn+ I 

whereyo,ti-l+ = {tl,- t 3 i-l,Yl,’ * ‘9 Yi-l},n 2 I,0 = to < 
t1 -c a-- < t,, I T,~,ER,*.*,~,,ER. 

Proof: Since by decomposing the probability of the 
joint event into the product of the appropriate conditional 
probabilities, we have 

= 4(t,Aly,-l;y,-l,z)exp [-~+a(u,y)du]At+o(At) 

where the conditioning realization is y = (y,- 1,z), Y,- 1 = 
Y.-l. Q.E.D. 

The sample function probability measure P of (Y, 
0 I r -< T} is characterized by the joint occurrence 
distribution 

ifil [Wi E [ti; ti + dti), K E CYi, Yi f dYi)I, NT = n 
I 

= iQ P{K E [ti, ti + dti), 

yi E  IIYi, Yi + dY3 I Y,,tt-,+I] 

* P(NT = Nt,+ I yo,t,+). 
mw2; * ‘,t,,Yl,Y2,’ ’ .,Y”> = P{& = %  Wl -=z t,; * *, 

K < t,, Yl < Ye,**-, G  < YJ Wa) 

for n > 0, and for rz = 0 by 

F(O) = P{NT = O}. WO 

Expression (19) is obtained when relations (8) (12), and 
(15) are incorporated. Q.E.D. 

The joint occurrence density of Theorem 1 a is represented 

F(0) is readily obtained from (9) as 

F(0) = P{N, = 0} = P(Wl 2 T} = 1 - F,,(T) 

= exp (-[&(u)du]. (14) 

To simplify notation, we observe that in practice the prob- 
ability measure II is either absolutely continuous or of pure 
jump nature. When II is absolutely continuous, we have 

in a more compact form as follows. Since {iV,, 0 c t < T} 
is of bounded variation with probability one (as the count- 
ing process is honest), and dN(t) = N(t + dt) - N(t) is 
either 0 or 1, we can define the following stochastic integrals 
(for almost surely any NT) as an appropriate sum of samples 
of rc and A at the jump points, as shown 

c T 
&t,yot)dNt = ,x a(@9y~,~i-1+)p for NT > 0 

Jo 

- exp 
i[ s - ,g ti 4wo,ti-,+) du 

tr-1+ 1 

for N, = 0 
(17) rI(t,A; x) = s 44 Y; x> dy (15) T 

A s 
44X+ ; Yo,t> dNt 

0 

so that z(t,y; x) is the conditional state-transition density. 
In the discrete case, II can be presented in an obvious 
manner. For simplicity, we consider now the absolutely 
continuous case, and take rc( *) to be a well-defined function 
over its domain. Thus we denote the joint occurrence 
density as 

a a a = I . . . . . . 
at, 

2- W,h,’ - ‘Jn,Yl,’ * ‘,Y”), 
at, ah aYn 

= i$ 4W,,%  Yo,~i-,+), for NT > 0 
0, for NT = 0. (18) 

Equations (17) and (18) express the appropriate sum of 
samples of rc and A, respectively, at the jump points. Ex- 
pressing the Lebesgue integral of a, Sz A(t,Y,,,) dt, as the 
sum of integrals calculated between jumps, and utilizing 
the integral representations (17) and (18), we obtain the 
following from Theorem la. 
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Theorem lb: The joint occurrence density fr(w) of an 
RJP is given by 

T T 

lnfT(m) = s 
In 4t,Yo,t) dNt - 

s 
Xt,Yo,t) dt 

0 0 

s 

T 

-t ln 44%; Yo,J dN W-4 
0 

whenever n(ll’i,Yo,wi,-,+) > 0 and n(Wi; Yi,Yo,w,-,+) > 0, 
Vi z 1, and vanishes otherwise. 

Setting fr(0) = F(0) = P{N, = 0}, we observe from 
(14) that (19) yields the correct expression for the realization 
w = (N, = O}. We also readily observe that if II is a 
pure discrete distribution, then the associated joint occur- 
rence density is expressed by 

T T 

In fTcd’(o) = s ln Xt,Y,,J dN, - 
s 

U, Yo$ dt 
0 0 

s T 

I- In WC{%+> ; Y,,,) dNt WI 
0 

where 

a a = --.a_ 
at, at, 

P{NT = n, Wl < tI;* *, 

Expression (19) is a most useful result for information 
processing purposes. Detection, filtering, and estimation 
schemes for regular jump processes will follow from 
Theorem 1. We observe that the first two terms on the 
right side of (19) yield the joint occurrence density of the 
associated regular point process, as shown in [l]. The 
third term in (19) thus represents the statistics contributed 
by the embedded state sequence of the jump process. This 
separation in (19) is valuable when practical information 
processing schemes of RJP’s are to be synthesized (see 
examples in Section IV). 

We further observe that the jump process can be rep- 
resented as a marked point process, {(W,,Y,), n 2 0}, 
wo = 0, yo = Yo, where (W,, ft L 0} is the associated 
sequence of occurrences and {Y,, it 2 0} is the state 
sequence. The probability measure of this process is 
characterized by the transition probabilities P{W,+ 1 < t, 
Y PI+1 ~~4 1 w,}, whereto, = {W,,W,;**,W,; Y,,Y,;~~,Y,}. 
In particular, assuming the latter probabilities to be abso- 
lutely continuous in t, we obtain the densities q,(t,A,o,) to 
be given, for each n 2 0 by 

c~(tAwn) = 
[ 
-$ PI K+ 1 < t> %+I E A I wn> 1 

* [P{W”,, 2 t Io.I,-y. 

Furthermore, setting N, = sup (n: K5 < t} and noting 
that {t < WN,+ 1 c t -t- At} EZ {N,,,, = Nt + l}, we con- 

elude that 

d piw,+, dt 
< t 1 N, = II, o,} 

= lim (Ar)-‘P(Nt+bt = N, + 1 1 N, = n, w,) 
At JO 

and subsequently we obtain qJt,A,u,) = q(t,A/Y,,; x,), 
where x,, z (N, = n, o,), and q(a) is the intensity given by 
(1). Also, we observe that qn(t,R,co,) = ,I(t,x,) = - (d/dt) 
In P{W,+, 2 t I on}, and P(Y,+l E A I W,,, = t, co,} = 
lI(t,A; x,), for k(t,x,,) # 0. Under this representation, the 
joint occurrence density of Theorem 1, follows readily 
from the indicated definition of q,,(e). The honesty of the 
associated point process amounts to requiring 

lim P(W,, < T) = 0. 
“*CO 

In particular, we note that the qJ*) [and corresponding 
q(a)] intensities are related to a consistent set of conditional 
joint densities as indicated (and no further restrictions on 
them are required for the present analysis). Thus 

qn(t,R~J = W,x,) = - f In P{K+, 2 t I co,> 

qn(t,RaJ dt 1 

A consistent set of intensities q.(a) satisfying the latter 
relationships, will induce a consistent set of joined densities 
for {(W,, Y,), n r 0}, and we can subsequently, by Kol- 
mogorov’s extension theorem, construct an associated regu- 
lar jump process, represented as a marked point process. 
(This can be readily achieved through the probability 
measures II(.) for the embedded state sequence and the 
occurrence intensities IZ(t,xn), noting that the latter must be 
chosen so that 

[ s 

t 
wc+ 1 < t 1 co,} = 1 - exp - 4~4 du W” 1 

is a transition distribution function.) 

III. COMPOUND JUMP PROCESSES 

Consider the case where the “information” bearing 
process (or any “parameter” process) is a stochastic process 
{St, 0 I t I T} defined over the sample function space 
(S2,,&,Ps). The observed process is assumed to be a regular 
jump process whose probability measure is causally de- 
pendent upon the realizations of {St>. Thus for each 
realization os E Rs, the observed jump process is defined 
over the space [Qp,P(* I w,)], and is assumed to be an 
RJP with intensities 

q(t,A; Yo,,; so,,), W,Yo,t; So,tl, +,A; Yo,,; So,,) 
where So,, is the realization of (St} over [O,t] corresponding 
to outcome os (see [l] and [7, pp. 73-741). 
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For information processing purposes (see El], [4], and 
Section IV for its application to the derivation of the Bayes 
optimal processor), we are often interested in studying the 
characteristics of the unconditionally observed process 
{Y,, 0 < t < 7’). The latter is a jump process, to be called 
a compound RJP, defined on the probability space (sZ$,i;), 
where the probability measure P is defined by p(B) p 
WV I OS>>. Th us, the compound probability measure is 
calculated as the average of P( + 1 os) with respect to Ps. 
We now define the class of admissible “parameter” processes 
{S,, 0 I t 5 r} as those1 that cause P(* 1 us) V us E $2, 
and p to be regular probability measures (i.e., such that 
the conditionally and unconditionally-compound-observed 
processes are RJP’s), and (jAtl)-‘lP{Yt+A, E A 1 Yo,r, 
S o,,+A,> I &(t,Y,,,,So,,), where .G(&(*)} < 00. For in- 
formation processing purposes, we need the joint occurrence 
density of the compound RJP. The following result is 
obtained by applying the dominated convergence theorem 
and using the definition for q(e), q(t,A; Y,,,; S,,,) = 
l imAtLo @t)-‘{P(K+~t E A I Yo,t&,t+at) - tdY,>>. 

Lemma 3: Assuming {S,, to 5 t I 7’) to be an admissible 
stochastic process, a compound RJP is an RJP whose 
intensity functions Q(t,A; Yo,t), R(t,Yo,,), fl(t,A; Y,,,), are 
given as the causal conditional mean estimates 

where q(t,A; YO t; So,A W,Yo,,; So,A W,A; Yo,,; So,,) 
are the intensities of the observed RJP under realization 
S 0.t. 

We assume again, for notational simplicity, that fr is 
absolutely continuous with corresponding compound state- 
transition density iz. The joint occurrence density f=(o) 
of the compound process follows from Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 3, and is expressed by Theorem 2. 

Theorem 2: The joint occurrence density over [O,T] 
for a compound RJP is given by 

T T 
In fT(o) = 

s 
In K(t,Y,,J dN, - 

s 
%t, Yo,J dt 

0 0 

+ 
s 

T 

ln fi(t,Y,+ ; Yo,J dN, (21) 
0 

f We note that (2) follows from (20a) and E{q(-)} < co. Equation 
(3) for-p assumes the form (IAtl)-'&K+at~ A 1 Y,& 5 k(f,Y&, 
where K(t,Y,J = E{KI(t,YO,,,SO,,) 1 Y,,:} and, therefore, E{K(+)} = 
E{K,(.)} < CD. For i(.) to be piecewlse-continuous? we need, by 
(20a), to require E{q(.) 1 Y,,,,} to have piecewise-contmuous realiza- 
tions. For example, if {S,} is a stochastic process on a finite state space 
s = {O,l,. . . ,N, &, A; YO r; &) = q(t, A; Y,,,; SC), and the a 
posteriori probability p{S, = ‘i 1 Y,,,} has piecewise-continuous realiza- 
tions Vi E S, then clearly the same holds for 4( +), since 

GO, A; YoJ = ifo qU, A; Yo,,; i) *J’& = i I Yo,~ 

and q(r, A; Y,,,; i) has piecewise-continuous realizations Vi E S. 
Therefore, {S,} IS admissible. Furthermore, we observe that since 
P(. 1 0,) is regular VU,, we can set KI(.) = maxI K(t,Y,,,,i). 

whenever l(Wi,Yo,w,-,+) > 0 and ~(Wi,Yi; Yo,w,-,+) > 0, 
Vi 2 1, and vanishes otherwise. 

Thus Theorem 2 indicates that in generating the joint 
occurrence density of a compound RJP, we are required to 
incorporate, at any instant t, the causal MMSE estimates 
of the given (So,, conditioned) occurrence intensities and 
state-transition densities, based on all the past evolution 
of the process. In particular, observing that o(t,A; Y,,,) = 
4(&A; Y,,Z,‘), we conclude that only (possibly reduced) 
past information (Z,‘} c {Z,} is required. However, note 
that for a compound Markov jump process, although 
q(t,A; Y,,Z,; So,,) = q(t,A; Y,; So,,) and Z, is not used, 
4 requires the information pattern (Y,,Z,‘) and Z,” may 
contain information associated with all the past evolution 
of the process. 

IV. DETECTION AND FILTERING OF JUMP PROCXSSES 

General Likelihood-Ratio Formula 
In binary communication systems, optimum detection 

procedures consist, under a wide range of performance 
criteria, of a likelihood-ratio processor whose output is 
compared with a threshold. We consider a binary com- 
munication system in which the observed processes are 
jump processes. We thus derive the optimal (likelihood- 
ratio) processor for differentiating an RJP from a second 
RJP. 

We observe the sample function of an RJP {Y,, 0 5 
t I T}, whose sample function space is (Qp). A two- 
hypothesis problem is then considered. Under hypothesis 
H,, we observe a (“noise”) RJP whose occurrence intensity 
function is A(‘)(t, Y,,,) and whose state-transition density 
(which is assumed to exist) is n(l)(t,y; Y,,,). Under H,, a 
second (“signal plus noise”) compound RJP is observed, 
with the corresponding intensities given by /2(2)(t,Yo,t) and 
#(t,y; Y,,,) A decision has to be made at the end of the 
observation period [O,T], as to the existence of the “signal.” 
The likelihood-ratio processor is given by 

AT(O) = ;$$ 
0 (22) 

where fTci)(w) is the joint occurrence density in [O,T], 
under Hi. Considering for more generality, compound 
RJP’s, the following is obtained. 

Theorem 3: For regular compound jump processes, the 
likelihood-ratio AT(a) is given by 

In AT(a) = 

- 
s 

T [;i”‘(t,Y,,J - %l’(t,Yo,,)] dt 
0 

+ 
s 

T ln i2’2’(t3y(t+)i yO,t) do (23) 
0 fP(t,Y(t+); Y,,,) 

where 2 and it are given by (20) and vanishes whenever 
K’2’(WiyY0,Wi-,+) = 0 or fi’2’(Wi,Yi; Yo,w,-,+) = 0, for 
some i 2 1. 
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Thus, the optimal detection procedure is given by the 
threshold test In AT(~) 2 K, where K is an appropriate 
constant. Singular detection analysis follows as in [l]. 

Filtering Equation for RIP’s 
Maximum-likelihood estimation and filtering procedures 

similarly follow from Theorems l-3. Assume that the 
information process {S,, 0 I t I T} is itself an RJP, so 
that p(S,,,) is expressed as in (19), and that the observed 
function is a RJP (Y,, 0 I t I T} with conditional in- 
tensities I(t,Y,,,; So,,) and n(t,y; Y,,,; So,,). Estimation 
problems for the sample function So,, depend on knowing 
the posterior density p[S,,, ) Y,,,], where Y,,, is the record 
of {Y(t)} observed over [O,t]. Let p(S,,,) > 0 denote the 
a priori density of So,r, and *et p(Yo,, I So,,> and PV~,A 
respectively, denote the conditional and unconditional joint 
occurrence densities of the observed process. By Bayes’ 
rule, 

*np(S0,, I Y,,J = InNo.,) + Inp(Y,,, I So,,) - IndYo,J. 

Since lnp(Y,,, I So,,) is given by (19) and lnp(Y,,,) by (21), 
we obtain the following filtering equation. 

Theorem 4: The filtering equation for an observed RJP 
is given (at most surely) by 

*n P(S~,~ I Yo,J = In P(S~,J + 
s 

t In ‘h9 Y,,,,; &,,,> dN 
0 &b YO,“) ” 

now a Bayes optimization criterion, we wish to derive the 
optimal detector under the present uncertainty conditions. 
Assuming a set of costs {C,j, i = 1,2, J = 1,2, Cii < C,>, 
where Cij is the cost associated with deciding Hi is present 
when HI is true, it is well known that the optimal Bayes 
receiver is given by the generalized likelihood-ratio test. 
The latter is however generated by the likelihood ratio 

(25) 

where Pci) and 3T(i)(w) are the compound probability 
measure and the compound joint occurrence density, 
respectively, under Hi. From Theorem 3 we subsequently 
conclude the following. 

Theorem 5: The optimal Bayes processor is given by 
(23), where A(” and fit’) are the causal MMSE estimates of 
the known intensities Ari) and 7rci), as given by (20) where 
{S,(‘)> are the parameter processes. 

Note that by setting Cij = 1 - 6ij, the Bayes processor 
will be the one that minimizes the error probability. The 
resulting separation between the filtering and detection 
operations obtained here for RJPs is thus similar, in spirit, 
to that obtained in [9] for the detection of signals in white 
Gaussian noise. 

- s f [~(u,Yo,,; s,> - &u, YO,“>l du 
0 

Examples 

s 

t 
+ In 4u,Yb+); YO,“i SO,“) dN 

0 fi(u,Y(u+); YO,“) ld 

*n PCS0 I Yo) = In P(SO) (24) 

and P(S~,~ I Yo,J = 0, whenever 4~~,Yo,wi-, + ; So,w,) = 0 
or dwi,yii yO,wi-,+P S o,wi )=O,forsomeiL 1,where;i 
and it are given by (20). 

For a Markov jump process and a Markov-process {S,}, the 
filtering equations for p(S, 1 Y,,,) are given in [3] and [4], 
respectively. 

Consider the following (continuous-state-space) semi- 
Markov [S] process as an illustrative example. We assume 
that the distribution function of the interval duration 
Kvt P WNt+, - WNt depends on the past evolution of the 
process only through Y,, and thus is given by .Fy,(x). The 
corresponding density function (which is assumed to exist) 
is denoted by fu,(x). We furthermore assume that the 
embedded state sequence is an (N,-independent) Markov 
sequence. We subsequently easily deduce, from the process 
defined previously, that 

W,Yo,t> = h& - W,l) 
Optimal Bayes Processors WJ; Yo,,) = rI(t,A ; Y,) (26) 

In practice, we often do not have full knowledge of the 
probability measures of the incoming jump processes, 
although some statistical knowledge is available. One can 
represent this uncertainty by assuming that the probability 
measures PCi) under Hi, i = 1,2 depend (causally) on 
realizations of corresponding “parameter” stochastic pro- 
cesses {Sr(i), 0 I t I T} defined over the probability 
spaces (12s,fis,Ps(i)). Thus following the discussion in 
Section III, we can consider the incoming processes to 
possess the probability measures P(‘)(* I us), for each 
ws E Rs. Equivalently, under realization So,t(i), the incoming 
Hi process will be an RJP with intensities ACi)(t,Yo,,; So,,(‘)) 
and ~(‘)(t,y; Yo,,; So,r (i) , > In practice, {S,C”} will represent 
uncertainties associated with the source and the channel. 
Considering the binary detection problem, and utilizing 

where hyt(x) = fy,(x)/[l - Fy,(x)] (and assuming Fyt(x) < 
1, x E [O,co)). The likelihood-ratio processor of two 
processes with these properties follows from Theorem 3. 
We then obtain 

s 

T 

In AT(m) = In hr,(Yt - WN,) dN 
hyCC1)(t - W,,) t 0 

- 
s 

T [h,,‘2’(t - W,,) - hy,(‘)(t - W,,)] dt 
0 

+Zln ISI) II”‘(W’ Y’* yi- 1) 
i=l 7C(‘)( W’ Y” Yi- 1) * 12 I) 

(27) 

We observe that the last term in (27) is the likelihood-ratio 
expression associated with the embedded Markov sequence, 
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while the other terms incorporate the uncertainty in the 
temporal behavior of the jumps. If h(j) and r&j) are modulated 
by some unknown parameters, @j’ and fi(j) are incorporated 
in (27). Then, assuming equal priors, In AT(m) when 
compared with a zero threshold will yield the processor 
that minimizes the error probability. 

As another example, consider the two-hypothesis problem 
of differentiating between two Wiener process {V(‘)(t), 
0 < t I T}, with corresponding parameters pi*. In ad- 
dition, it is given that the incoming observations are obtained 
by a random sampling of the Wiener processes. Assume the 
random sampling of {V”‘(t)} to be governed by an in- 
homogeneous Poisson process with intensity I”‘(t). Sub- 
sequently, the incoming stochastic process, under hypothesis 
Hi, is a regular jump process whose intensity is given by 

P(t, Y,,,) = P(t) 

~“‘(~,y; Yo,,) = 7w,y; y,,w,,> (28) 

where for Y, = z and WN, = s we have 

di)(t,y; z,s) = [2nai2(t - s)]-‘/~ exp - ( (Y - 4” 
I 2oiyt - s) * 

Hence, the likelihood-ratio processor (19a) is given by 

In AT(w) = ig In $$--I* 
I i 1 

- 
s 

T [I(‘)(t) - W(t)] dt + N, In 5 
0 g2 

NT (q - Y&,)” 
+ (al-2 - oz-2) c 

i=l 2(Wj: - Wi_,)’ 
(29) 

A similar processor results when we observe the random 
sampled processes (Xt”‘} generated by the stochastic 
differential equation 

dx,(‘) = v,(i) dt + dw,“‘, i= 1,2 

where Wtcl) and W,(‘) are independent Wiener processes 
with parameters cl2 and (r 22. The optimal receiver is then 
given by (29) with the last term modified by incorporating 

for 7c(i)(t,y; z,s), 

7P(t y * z s) 9 3 9 

CY - z - J; tf) dt-J2 
2ai2(t - S) I . 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A class of stochastic jump processes that possess occur- 
rence intensities is introduced. The evolution of an RJP 
is studied, and an expression for the joint occurrence dis- 
tribution is obtained. A general likelihood-ratio formula is 
subsequently obtained for differentiating between two 
RJP’s. Compound RJP’s are defined, and a general likeli- 
hood-ratio expression for their information processing is 
established. In particular, it is observed that the latter 
processor incorporates in the (parametrically) known 
processor the causal MMSE estimates of the occurrence 
intensity and the state-transition density. The optimal 
Bayes processor for the detection of RJP’s with uncertain 
(statistically known) probability measures is shown to be 
given by the compound processor. We note the separation 
of the optimal receiver into the appropriate embedded point 
process and state-sequence processing parts. 
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